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CONTENT: 
You have decided to share your life with a cat 
pretty much aware of the fact that you'll never succeed in 
personality, you will definitely enjoy filling in this beautifully illustrated journal, 
preserve your special love story and what you mean to each other.

Humorous questionnaires and various checklists will guide you through completing this 
matchless mix of journal and Bucket List
and your beloved pet, insert your own photos or 
into your home (and your heart!), list its favorite toys and games, its weirdest und funniest 
preferences and habits, and capture all those precious moments that make both your lives 
just perfect. The enclosed bucket list will give you l
pastime activities!  
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have decided to share your life with a cat – congratulations! Though 
aware of the fact that you'll never succeed in fully explo

personality, you will definitely enjoy filling in this beautifully illustrated journal, 
your special love story and what you mean to each other. 

Humorous questionnaires and various checklists will guide you through completing this 
journal and Bucket List – feel free to add anything that is of meaning 

and your beloved pet, insert your own photos or scribbles, tell how the cat
into your home (and your heart!), list its favorite toys and games, its weirdest und funniest 
preferences and habits, and capture all those precious moments that make both your lives 
just perfect. The enclosed bucket list will give you lots of suggestions when looking for new 

g on everything about cats on: www. grossstadtkatze.de
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congratulations! Though probably you are 
fully exploring your pet's 

personality, you will definitely enjoy filling in this beautifully illustrated journal, in order to 

Humorous questionnaires and various checklists will guide you through completing this 
ything that is of meaning to you 

tell how the cat has found its way 
into your home (and your heart!), list its favorite toys and games, its weirdest und funniest 
preferences and habits, and capture all those precious moments that make both your lives 

ots of suggestions when looking for new 

grossstadtkatze.de ! 
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